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In this issue, we report on :
Recruitment

Recruitment

C4C Icon on ePJS

We would like to take this opportunity to thank all clinical staff, service users and carers for
your continued commitment and support in growing the C4C register. As such our
recruitment figures continue to grow steadily and more than 70% of service users asked
about C4C continue to agree to be contacted for research.
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Welcome to the quarterly
C4C newsletter where we
provide you an update on
recent activity and any
upcoming events and
plans. As always we would
love to hear from you if
you’d like to contribute to
our activity.
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To find out about your team’s C4C activity and performance, or if you would
like a member of the C4C team to come along to your service and give a brief
introduction and run through of the C4C process, Please contact us - details
below. For further information, PDF copies of leaflets, FAQ for staff, and1more,
please visit our website.

C4C Icon on ePJS
We are happy to announce that C4C icon is now on ePJS header, see picture below. Please note the meaning of the
icon colours:
Blue = C4C completed
Grey = C4C not completed.
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Three quick steps to complete C4C

Research studies using C4C for recruitment
The end user activity of the C4C register is also growing steadily with 65 research studies currently
(including clinical trials) using the register to recruit participants, this is 24% increase on our
previously reported number (49) of studies recruiting via C4C. This is remarkable step forward in
achieving the Trust’s ambition of making research opportunity accessible to service users.
Furthermore, types of research studies range across all Clinical Academic Groups (CAGS) within the
Trust.
If you would like to find out more about how to use the C4C register to recruit potential research
participants – Please contact the R&D Manager, Jenny Liebscher in the first instance –
Jennifer.liebscher@kcl.ac.uk or call 0207 848 0251. Subsequently, a CRIS (Clinical Records Interactive
Search) project application will need to be completed. Please contact
cris.administrator@slam.nhs.uk for more information.
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International Clinical Trials Day
The C4C team alongside other BRC projects had stalls at various Trust locations, celebrating
and promoting research to staff and service users. The occasion provided an opportunity for
staff and service users to find out more about research activities happening across the Trust.
There were information leaflets, promotional items such as mugs, t-shirts, pens etc.
available for everyone who visited the stalls. Below are some of the photos taken on the
day:
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Leavers
We say thank you to Abdul Choudhury, who
has contributed hugely to the implementation
of C4C in clinical services. Abdul has worked
across the Trust supporting staff and patients
in engaging with C4C. We wish you the very
best in your new role and for the future.

As always, thank you for your continued support and contributions to the C4C
register
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